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Let’s Do Definitions First 

 

I'm going to begin by defining some commonly used terms that you may or 

may not know from the standpoint of their scientific definitions.  This is the 

key to understanding what appears complex.  Nothing is outside the realm of 

your understanding . . . everyone has the ability to view, listen and learn, 

making this knowledge a portion of your personal knowledge base.  

 

How about: 

 

Atom – the basic unit of life in this dimension. The atom is made up of 

protons, neutrons and electrons. For this course, we will be focusing mainly 

on electrons and a little on protons. 

 

Proton – protons carry a positive charge and are found in the nucleus 

(center) of the atom. 

 

Neutron – neutrally charged particle in the nucleus of the atom. 

 

Electron – electrons carry a negative charge and are attracted to the proton’s 

positive charge. They exist in the area surrounding the nucleus called an 

orbital. This orbital is not exactly an orbit, rather a cloud. 

 

Before we continue, you might be asking yourself why you need to 

understand this science (more definitions to follow). The reason is simple. It 

is within this structure (which comprises you) that the awareness of your 

enlightenment exists. It is the DNA of enlightenment. 

 

Your physical body carries the awareness of I AM. It is not only a conscious 

awareness that is promoted through your mind. It is a physical awareness 

that exists in your physiology. 

 

Back to simple definitions: 

 

Ion – an atom with an uneven number of electrons and protons, therefore 

positively or negatively charged. 
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Plasma – ions and free electrons (here we are, again, talking about that cloud 

of electrons; you’ll see why it’s important as you continue this course). 

 

So, instead of the atom having its protons and neutrons attracting and 

bonded to a set of electrons, the nucleus floats in the middle of these free- 

floating electrons.  

 

 
 

Plasma is the fourth state of matter along with solid, liquid and gas. It is the 

most common state of matter in this universe and is the highest energy state 

of matter. It is highly conductive, meaning its electromagnetic fields are very 

strong within it. It conducts electricity and is affected by magnetic fields. In 

fact, it produces its own electromagnetic field, which is key.  

 

So how does this connect with DNA? DNA conducts electricity. It operates 

outside of anything the human mind could conceive of in speed and 

awareness. This is where the knowing of your divine nature exists and it is 

connected throughout this universe through electricity and plasma currents. 

This is information. 

 

I often talk about energy being information and information being energy. 

Since all of the above definitions include energy, they also hold information. 

This material is expressed in waves and frequencies, so let’s take a look at 

those definitions, as well. 
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Frequency - commonly measured by seconds and the number of waves that 

pass a certain point per second. 

 

Wavelength – the distance between the peaks of those waves. 

 

Using these two terms together, you can say that a wave has a length 

between each time it moves either back and forth or up and down.  How 

often it goes up and down or back and forth is the frequency.   

 

 
 

And, while you might believe that you are seeing “particles”, all is actually a 

wave that only becomes a particle when you observe it and give it definition. 

The Field 

All of this information exists within an electromagnetic field. The universe 

is comprised of different types of electric and magnetic fields all containing 

data that affects you because all is connected as One. When you think about 

“Oneness”, you might have some spiritual idea what that means, yet at this 

level you will realize that the interconnectedness of everything is caused by 

these fields of energy/information. 

Since plasma is the most common state of matter and since it carries a strong 

electromagnetic field, it provides mutual connection throughout this 

universe. This includes connecting you to the sun, planets and stars. 

The electromagnetic field is a physical field (space) produced by electrically 

charged objects (depending upon the charges in the parts of the atoms within 

it). Electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light.  The electric field is 

produced by stationary charges that don't move and the magnetic field by 

moving charges; these two are often described as the sources of the field.  It 
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is called the electromagnetic field because it is the combination of an electric 

field and a magnetic field.  

The above definitions have been simplified for the sole purpose of assisting 

you in understanding the composition of your reality. If you find that you 

would like more information than has been offered above, see 

daviddarling.info, nasa.gov and thunderbolts.info. 

Since science has discovered that 99.9% of the universe consists of plasma, 

that means it includes the cells in your body. The plasma that surrounds the 

earth is ionized by the sun. Realize that you exist within this environment of 

plasma, which means that you 

are not only energetically 

connected to everything in the 

universe, you are physically 

communicating with it, as well. 

Since this substance that we are 

calling plasma is 

electromagnetic and you are, 

also, all of the information that 

exists within the universe is 

available to you. This is where 

the construct of the instructions 

in your DNA come in as you 

will see later in this course. You 

are already fully and completely 

the powerful energy that is the 

physical manifestation of I AM, 

electrically in union with all 

existence through the power of plasma. 

(Picture above: helix nebula in the Milky Way Galaxy - NASA) 

This electromagnetic field that you are is comprised of photons. Photons are 

particles of electromagnetic energy that have no mass (weight), no electric 

charge, and an indefinitely long lifetime.  A photon has no electric charge 

because it carries the electromagnetic force. Photons are sometimes called 

"light" though they are not only or completely that.  Photons are everywhere 
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. . . even in a vacuum where there is supposed to be nothing, there are still 

photons. An electron has rejoined an ion and that joining gives off a photon, 

light. 

Your body gives off photons because they're carrying the electromagnetic 

force that is the wavelength of frequency that you radiate.  The photons are 

the force carrier.  That is why you can truthfully say that you are light, 

because in a very real sense, you are.  This is not a spiritual principle alone. 

So, you can say that you are an electromagnetic field of a certain frequency 

wavelength that is carried by photons into the environment that you inhabit.   

Within this environment in which you exist is the state of plasma referred to 

above. It is the connector, the connecting medium of all matter in this 

universe. Since all is One and All That Is is all that is, all information exists 

within this electromagnetic wave and is available for your use and access. A 

state of enlightenment, in which you neither desire nor suffer, is available to 

you, hosted within your DNA in this moment.  

When you walk into a room and "feel" someone ~ that is their EMF 

(electromagnetic field) connecting with yours and bringing with it the 

information that they are radiating to you (consciously or unconsciously). 

Again, stressing here that all is in a state of connectivity through the 

massless state of plasma that unites all, even though the majority of plasma 

around the earth resides in its outer atmosphere. In the past, this state may 

have been referred to as ether. The infinite connection is the electromagnetic 

interchange. It contains the information you seek that enlightens not only 

your mind; it stimulates you to access your awareness as divinity. 

Non-Locality 

 

Described as the ability of one object to directly influence another object 

that is distant from it.  The length of the distance has no bearing on the 

influence.  Hence, you might say that "everything is 'located' in one place at 

once" from the standpoint that there is no separation as viewed from a 

physical perspective. 
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This is electromagnetic connection as well as union in Spirit. Here we go 

back to information is energy and energy is information. Realize that the 

awareness of your divinity (enlightenment) exists within this informational 

stream, which exists within your DNA. You are not separated from 

anything, at any time, for any reason. All you have to do is acknowledge it, 

allowing your mind to open to the possibility that you are, indeed, All. 

 

Within non-locality, Einstein's theory that the fastest movement possible in 

our reality is the speed of light is no longer valid.  The speed of light is 

approximately 186,282.39705122 miles per second.  Basically, what 

quantum non-locality states is - a particle can be everywhere at the same 

time.   

 

Without going into particular experiments here, what you want to know is 

that it has been proven over and over again that an object in one part of the 

universe influences an object in another portion of the universe. All is 

connected through the flow of plasma electromagnetic connectivity, which 

carries the information, which informs the very cells of your body. It is the 

source of telepathy, intuition and "second sight"; the underlying cause within 

interactions and why, actually, you cannot fool anyone even if you believe 

you can because the state of your being in your body will send out the 

message of exactly "how you are" really which will be "picked up" by 

everyone and everything. 

 

This statement bridges very neatly into entanglement – the linking of two 

particles that allows change in one to equal change in another.  This 

includes, and is most precisely used, when speaking about particles that are 
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apparently physically separate. Again, we have the idea, the concept, of "no 

separation /non-locality".  Objects are linked together so that one object can 

no longer be described without the mention of its counterpart. Actually, 

there is no counterpart because all is One and, in that Oneness, exists the 

Realization of the Self, the I AM that you are and always will be.  

 

Law of Attraction 

 

The Law of Attraction, the Principle of Resonance or Phase Conjugate 

Adaptive Resonance or for those who use acronyms – PCAR. We are going 

to define this concept for our particular purpose here – defining 

Enlightenment within your DNA. 

 

PCAR = Measurement of the stages of advancement of all possible 

combinations or causes of a wave that modifies itself in response to an 

external stimulus that is of the same frequency. It is measuring motion in 

time from a point of origin and is open to all possibilities. When a possibility 

is "seen" that is of the same frequency of wavelength, it responds. 

 

You can say that phase conjugate adaptive resonance is measuring all of the 

possibilities of the wave and that wave is modifying itself based upon 

something else that stimulates it that is of its same frequency.  It is open to 

all possibilities. When it recognizes something that is of the same frequency, 

it responds to it – much like a radio receiver. 

 

If you think about a radio receiver or any other receiver, for that matter, say 

your cell phone – it has to be receptive to the frequency that is being sent out 

by the cell tower and when the two are of the same frequency, it picks up the 

signal . . . and sends one out as well.  This is a very simplistic example, yet it 

works for the moment to assist you in understanding PCAR at a basic level. 

 

If you talk about your cells, more in keeping with the concepts covered here, 

you can say that your billions of cells "know" about each other 

instantaneously (non-locality).  This includes your DNA.  This "knowing" 

ensures the integrity of the system.  And using PCAR, your cells shift 

frequency based upon the frequency that is resonating within you – changed 

by your thoughts, intentions, feelings, words and actions.  This means that 
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the genome's memory is non-local and one of the field types produced is the 

radiation, the energy of the genome. 

 

If you truly want to understand what it means to be God, to live as I AM, 

then you want to realize you are vibrating that frequency so that within your 

environment it becomes the aware life you live. And, remember, as you 

learned earlier, this information exists within the energetic structure of this 

universe simply waiting for you to line up with it within your mind.  

 

What does that say?  It says that what happens in PCAR depends upon an 

external stimulus and this is where anti-parallel states come into the picture. 

Anti-parallel is nearly a synonym for "phase conjugate".  Essentially, it 

means equal waves traveling in opposite directions.  What do you know that 

has two "parallel" waves (you can read that "strands")?  Of course, the DNA 

and its two anti-parallel half-chains recognize each other.  One half chain is 

positive in charge and the other is negative.  This continuum is the 

measuring field for its construction of the human body, its bio-system. 

 

 

 

 

 

This twisting pattern is known as a Birkeland current, which is seen in every 

aspect of this universe. From the large-scale planets, stars and interstellar 

plasma to the subatomic, wherever electrical currents are involved a twist, 

spiral or rotation occurs. These currents are the reason you can see auroras in 

the night sky when the earth’s magnetic field is disturbed by the solar wind. 

Again, here is your physiological connection with all that exists.  

 

Within its non-local memory, DNA is a moving wave of photons that 

influences all of itself by responding to an external stimulus that is the same 

frequency (PCAR).  The action of DNA is dependent upon what other 

simultaneous, similar frequency waves are telling it (showing it – phase 

conjugate/anti-parallel). 

Re-membering that every thought you think, every feeling you have, every 

action you take creates a signal within your frequency, you are continuously 

creating the environment from which your DNA receives its information.  
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On a very micro level, this IS the Law of Attraction in action within your 

body. 

This first book has summed up the definitions you will use to continue 

within this course. You will come to understand how the information flow 

within you and the universe is the same. That the attribute recognized as 

Enlightenment lives within your cells and is simply awaiting your 

acknowledgement of its existence to become your present reality. 
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The DNA of Enlightenment 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Book Two: DNA Construction and Information 
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DNA Construction and Its Information 

 

DNA is the acronym for Deoxyribonucleic acid, a salt containing the genetic 

instructions to develop and maintain living organisms. Salt conducts 

electromagnetism so DNA regulates the electromagnetics of the body.  DNA 

emits and receives phonons (particles of sound) and photons (particles of 

light).  Its primary function lies in electromagnetic energy reception and 

transmission.  It is a dynamic rather than static blueprint for building bodies.  

At the same time, it operates as data storage and communicates. 

 

 
 

Your body is a protein making machine. The shape of the protein is derived 

from a positive or negative signal produced by your environment. The cells 

read the environment selecting the behavior that is appropriate based upon 

the information found there. The stability of the interaction resides within 

the DNA rather than the changeable protein.  (https://www.brucelipton.com) 

 

This information is provided to the DNA by you. It awaits your instructions. 

And, since it is much more than a builder of your biology, it also holds the 

awareness of your divine nature, the I AM you are and always will be. 
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The language of the genetic code is similar to human language following 

syntax, semantics and basic grammar rules.  The difference in the 

DNA/genetic language and any other human language is the number of 

letters in its alphabet.  DNA's alphabet contains only four letters – A, T, C, 

& G.  The letters represent the nitrogen bases adenine, thymine, cytosine and 

guanine, respectively.  These four letters comprise enough words to create 

the 20 known amino acids that make up the human body. It is similar to a 

blueprint, a code or a book of information living within the cells of your 

body. Since DNA structure and language structure are the same, it is simple 

to instruct your genetic make-up how to operate, to function. 

 

The electric nature of your DNA responds easily to your input. The nature of 

your brain, which your mind uses in this body, sends electrical impulses 

rushing through its structure informing your entire body how to feel and act. 

This electric current is information. It is very similar to the Birkeland 

currents we discussed in the first book of this course in that the resonate 

frequencies create an intertwining of instruction. If you wish to access the 

awareness of I AM within your cells, you may 

bring it forth in your life. 

 

The four types (A, T, C, & G) always pair up 

with their counterpart, i.e. adenine and 

thymine pair together and cytosine and 

guanine find each other compatible. You will 

see these written as A-T or C-G.  In these 

bases, lives the encoded information 

contained in the DNA.  The two strands 

together with their paired bases are called a 

helix.  Again, the helix strands run anti-

parallel. 

 

Much the same as the plasma in the universe 

connects galaxies 10,000,000 light years 

distant from each other (thunderbolts.info), the double helix runs currents of 

electric information through you at speeds beyond your comprehension. 

There is a constant creating, repairing and replacing going on at speeds your 

mind does not comprehend. 
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One type of DNA has known functions – protein synthesis (behavioral 

elements within the body), replication, etc. Yet, this type of DNA comprises 

only 1.5% of the human genome.  The remaining 98.5% is known fondly as 

"junk DNA" or as I like to call it, "potential DNA". Some scientists are now 

calling "junk DNA" "non-coding DNA". They move around within the cell 

activating changes when receiving the signal to do so.  

 

DNA Language  

 

The Gariaev Group in Moscow explored the 90% of your DNA that is called 

"junk DNA". The focus of their study resulted in the conclusion that your 

DNA, while responsible for the construction of the physical body, is also a 

data storage and communication device. In particular, the 90% non-coding 

DNA follows the rules of syntax, semantics and the basic grammar rules 

with which you are familiar.   

 

Just as the words on this page are being written and transmitted to you using 

electric, digital code, your DNA understands the feelings and words you 

express. If you truly want to experience your Self as light, want to live a life 

of undisturbed enlightenment, the instructions to do so exist within the 

atoms of your DNA awaiting your instruction to activate. 

 

You are constantly downloading information from the environment around 

you creating those feelings, thoughts and emotions. DNA does not control 

your biology. It depends upon the environment in which it lives (you) to 

instruct its use and replication. In essence, it is a feedback loop between you 

and the environment in which you live.The frequency that you create within 

you from the information in the environment informs the environment and it 

feeds more of the same to you. 

 

Since the DNA contains within its wave the basic rules of language that are 

used in daily life, no DNA decoding is necessary. Simple words and 

sentences of any human language suffice in creating the environment that is 

the wavelike, holographic experience of the DNA, thereby encoding it with 

the information that cells respond to creating changes in every aspect of your 

life. 
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At the same time, potential DNA is seen to regulate trans-dimensional, 

nonlocal streams of information by magnetizing it to itself and then 

forwarding it to your consciousness. It is bioacoustic and bioelectric 

translating sound into light and light into 

sound. This is called "hyper-

communication". It is within this hyper-

communication that your awareness 

dwells.  

 

When you say that you don’t know how or 

that you don’t believe that enlightenment 

is possible for you, you are instructing 

your DNA to keep your awareness under 

wraps. Much like opening a present by 

pulling loose the ribbon on the package, you can unlock this realization 

within you by submitting the electrical instructions to your DNA.  

 

Non-coding DNA acts as a regulator of the coding DNA. The concept that a 

major part of DNA is "junk" ignores the fact that biological organisms 

adhere to strict optimal energy expenditure.  Carrying enormous amounts of 

unnecessary molecules is in conflict with the fundamental energy saving 

protocol of biological organisms.  Some scientists surmise that the process 

of evolution could lie within the potential DNA. 

 

Of course, this is scientific theory, which does not take into account the 

wealth of information that is available within DNA – both coding and 

noncoding. The Gariaev Group also found that DNA can create patterns of 

disturbance within the time/space continuum producing magnetized 

wormholes, which are tunnel-like connections between different universal 

areas transmitting information 

outside of space and time.   

 

Imagine an hourglass with one 

round globe situated in one universe 

and the other globe situated in 

another (the second globe's 

frequency being compatible with 

receptivity within this dimension). 
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The two globes of the hourglass are connected by a thin tunnel through 

which information travels from one dimension to another not reliant upon 

space or time. 

 

The emotions that you experience that create the feelings you have and 

manifest the thoughts created within your minds generate a frequency within 

your DNA that attracts information from other dimensions (through the 

"wormhole") and passes it to your consciousness. Again, this ability is based 

upon the proper frequency within your body which is most easily created 

through states of relaxation, peace and ease.  Stress, worry and similar states 

of being create incoherent waves resulting in confusion that prevent a state 

of hyper-communication. If you are concerned that you will never “get it” or 

that you will not experience your personal enlightenment, you are, in fact, 

keeping it from occurring within your awareness. 

 

The frequency of your thought patterns, your words and your feelings must 

be coherent (troughs and crests equal in amplitude) to access the acceleration 

physically. Coherent frequencies allow you to consciously communicate 

with your DNA and create the space in time for the DNA to embody these 

frequencies opening the door to expeditious reception of multi-dimensional 

information.   

 

Chromosomes 

 

DNA resides in the nucleus of each of the body's trillions of cells.  The 

nucleus of the cell is where the pattern of "you" resides. And yet, there are 

no physiologic functions in your body that did not pre-exist complex 

organisms . . . in the biology of the single celled organism. Each cell has 46 

molecules of DNA called chromosomes. Each chromosome is made up of 50 

to 250 million bases (A-T, C-G, etc.).  Chromosomes are the essential unit 

for cellular division. The DNA in each chromosome constitutes many genes.  

A gene is made of DNA and encodes instructions to produce a specific 

product – typically a protein.   

 

So, you might want to think about this information the way you would a 

train. The train itself is the chromosome, the cars comprising the train are the 

genes and the passengers in each car are the DNA. Each gene contains from 

27,000 to 2,000,000 base pairs of DNA. These are the building blocks of 
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your vehicle, your physical body. It constitutes a collection of electrical 

matter available to you as I AM. Your consciousness is your active 

participation as a human being while being absolutely and totally connected 

to every 

other aspect 

of creation 

within this 

dimension 

and beyond. 

The 

electrical 

pulses of 

your 

organism are 

in constant 

communication with all of the plasma connected bodies of matter within this 

universe. You are light! 

 

Your cell's receptors scan for and receive information from the energy 

signals in its environment. Since there is so much "noise" in the 

environmentthe cellular receptors filter out specific frequencies. They do 

this through integral membrane proteins which recognize complementary 

signals and respond to them. The cell reads only those signals that are 

necessary to continue its existence. It actually reflects its recognition of all 

pertinent physical and energetic stimuli to it. Therefore, the more aware the 

cell is the greater its chances for survival. The expression of the cell through 

the genes is the sum of its perceived environment.   

 

At a sub-atomic level, the "information" contained within the connecting 

chromosomes of the separate cells of your organism comprise a continuum 

producing radiations. The Gariaev Group in Moscow has shown 

experimentally that these radiations are "laser radiations" (coherent energy 

waves) that are non-local – they affect other organisms at a distance. The 

chromosomes do this by changing the charge of their own photons (their 

elementary particles) into a broadband radio wave thus enabling radio-

frequency communication. Broadband radio waves are a wide band of 

electromagnetic waves that travel in space commonly used for 
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communication. It is this radio frequency that the plasma in the universe 

uses to connect galaxies, stars, planets, sun, nebula, etc.  

 

Electric Body 

 

Emphasis is being made on the wavelike communication possibilities of 

your DNA to bring home the point that you are a living, walking, talking 

electrical body completely and fully in charge of everything you experience 

in every way. If enlightenment is what you want, command it! It is sitting as 

a structure of information within your cells and available for your use right 

now. At the same time, all of this physical intelligence is united through its 

electrical nature with an explosion of life within this dimensional universe. 

 

At the quantum level, this cellular information is a cloud of possibility. 

Nothing within the quantum world exists until you instruct it to do so. 

Therefore, on both the quantum level and the physical level you are in 

charge of this awakening state. 

 

Chromosome quantum non-locality is reflected in the capacity for 

regeneration of your organism as a whole. There is no local limitation of the 

genetic information to any part of your physiology. The genes have 

holographic, non-local memory that is picked up by electromagnetic fields 

that carry the information beyond the chromosome. In this way, your cells 

"know" about each other instantaneously. The transmission of information 

within you is so fast that it cannot be explained by the speed of light.  It is 

happening instantaneously within your entire body constantly.  

 

It is apparent that the conscious awakening of the holographic awareness is 

possible because of the strong yearning (creating the feeling/thought) to 

become consciously aware of your Self – the I AM that you truly are and 

believe you lack or have lost. When your perspective of reality is that of the 

holographic connection to the multi-dimensions and beyond, you will begin 

to experience an awareness that is outside of manifestation in any form and 

expression.  Every coincidence will become a co -- incident (experiencing 

together). Intimacy will become in-to-me-see and all of the other play with 

words and language that allows you to see. At that moment, the yearning 

will cease and you will realize your Self as the One.  
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The DNA of Enlightenment 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Book Three: Superconducting Hologram of Coherency 
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DNA – A Superconducting Hologram of Coherency 

 

Looking at concrete examples of DNA at work and play can give you a 

better understanding of what is possible for you, remembering that whenever 

you hear information relating to laser light, laser radiation, biocomputers, it 

is based upon the coherency of those tools, i.e. the troughs and crests of the 

wave are equal. The DNA molecule's intracellular light is coherent. 

Therefore, it resonates with the coherency of the laser light and radiation. 

All cells give off a weak laser-like light signature. 

 

Let’s take a moment here to talk about coherency since it is the foundation 

of all communication. While coherency is commonly defined as logically 

coherent or connected, I prefer the physics understanding pertaining to 

waves with a fixed phase relationship, as in coherent light. Why? Because 

you are light and it is the fixed or stable phase relationship as light that 

allows you to feel what coherency creates within your physiology, including 

the mental and emotional domains. The word “phase” here means a section 

of the wave, from peak to peak or trough to trough. 

Coherence is the underlying principle of all systems within this dimension. 

Resonance and harmony are the result. If we use two people as an example, 

the two bodies do not need to be in exactly the same frequency of vibration. 

They each do need to be in a stable phase relationship within themselves. 

This is where authenticity, integrity and personal truth come into the picture. 

And, going back to plasma, it is coherent, as well, on all scales of size. You 

are connected, in union, through your coherent frequency. 

You are connected by an invisible, coherent force. Many people believe that 

this connection is in the mind. Yet, the mind is only part of this hidden force.  

It is an instrument used to create definition within a vacuum that is a super 

dense, cosmic, frictionless medium of plasma. 

 

This unseen medium acting as the carrier of light is comprised of waves. A 

wave is a disturbance in any medium and for our purpose you can consider 

the invisible force we are talking about to be that medium. When there is 

movement within that environment, it has been disturbed. The disturbance is 

really the difference between two energy states because there is only the one 

medium space. This is not space that is empty. It is space that is an agency 
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for movement. This activity within the setting of space is either in motion or 

potentially in motion.   

 

Because this movement is comprised of energy, which is information, and 

you are energy and information, you are constantly affected by all 

movement everywhere. The infinite spin of electrons creating an 

electromagnetic circuit connects you with all that exists within this universe. 

Just as the Birkeland currents twist and spin through plasma among the stars, 

your DNA twists and spins its informational stream within you constantly. 

 

Your biology lives and breathes within this sea of light, as light. The 

information streaming through 

the plasma currents of the entire 

dimension influence all that you 

are and all that you experience. 

State your desire to recognize 

the enlightenment existing 

within your DNA and so it is. 

Give in to the mind’s efforts to 

limit that awareness and so it is. 

You are the creator, the observer 

and the experiencer. 

 

Experiments 

 

The first experiment that is very significant in the understanding of DNA's 

capabilities and information involved groups of rats. One group was injected 

with a lethal poison called alloxan. This substance destroys the pancreas.  

All of these rats developed diabetes and died within 4-6 days. Once its 

toxicity was established, another group of rats was given the same lethal 

dose. Meanwhile, the scientists created a healing matrix by removing 

healthy newborn rat pancreas and spleens, in the same species, using a laser 

bio-computer to read the information within the healthy pancreas and 

spleens. When the poisoned rats reached the critical stage, they were 

exposed to the healing wave information. As a result, the nearly dead rats 

returned to a normal state, their blood sugar level became normal and their 

pancreas regenerated. In some of the experiments, the bio-computer 

transmitted the information to the sick rats up to 12 miles away. The real 
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distance between the rats and the laser bio-computer is zero, so no energy is 

needed to send the information. 

 

So how did this happen? The surgically removed pancreas DNA contains 

information about the healthy condition of the pancreas in its genetic 

makeup. When the information was read by the sick rats' pancreas, the gland 

was reprogrammed into its healthy state. Nearly 90% of the rats recovered 

during this experiment. The healthy information is coherent and, since all of 

nature resides in a state of coherency, it is natural for the cells to embrace 

the coherent information being transmitted to them. 

The simple technique is using vibration and language instead of drugs, 

pharmaceuticals or surgery. This is the power of wave genetics (Gariaev 

Group http://eng.wavegenetic.ru/). It is so powerful that it influences the 

organism over and above the toxic, physical sequences in the effected DNA.  

Remember, the success of the technique, the tool, is based upon the 

coherency of the communication within the individual. The Russian 

scientists used methods that are always coherent. 

Moving from 

this small scale 

of rat DNA to 

a larger scale, 

as the plasma 

unites galaxies 

10,000,000 

miles apart, it 

transfers information from one to another held within the plasma as a 

coherent flow. This must occur in this way because an incoherent stream 

would not be able to unite two bodies. The jets of electromagnetic energy 

spewing out of the center of many galaxies also remain coherent in form. 

Use this frame of reference to realize the importance of maintaining, and 

then accessing, a state of coherency within you so as to instruct your DNA to 

unlock your awareness of I AM. 

In another experiment, a DNA sample in a quartz cuvette/tube was moved 

from one location to another. What is called a phantom trace was left in the 

air at the original location which was registered by laser spectroscopy by 

Peter Gariaev. When Gariaev used gaseous nitrogen to blow the phantom 
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away, it came back in about 5 minutes. After a month, it finally disappeared.  

DNA sound waves were registered in these experiments. This is explained as 

information and energy transmitted from the DNA sample to its counterpart 

at the subtle level. After the physical DNA sample was removed, the subtle 

counterpart of the DNA continued to exist as information and energy within 

the physical location where the original sample was placed.   

Coherency 

Since the heart carries the strongest electromagnetic signal within the body 

(https://www.heartmath.org), when it is coherent the remainder of the 

systems follow suit more easily, including the brain. The inherent form of 

matter relies upon coherent frequencies to develop sustainable wavelengths. 

These waves carry information 

that equals energy that equals 

light.  

Since, at its very inception, 

DNA is, and always has been, 

an emanation of I AM, it 

contains the information that 

leads you to experiencing what 

you might call enlightenment, 

yet is simply your natural state of being. The beliefs you maintain that 

curtail this acceptance and understanding have been incorporated into your 

mindset and you believe them real. That does not mean that they are true, 

only that you have determined them to be so. 

Transmitting information and energy from the subtle realm to the physical 

realm uses coherent wave forms. Coherency allows easy transmission of 

information and energy from one field to the other. While you may have 

read about and even believe in the mind/body connection, you most likely 

have not realized how deeply this interaction goes, how it involves every 

aspect of your being; how entangled you are with all of the information and 

energy in your environment and how non-locally you are affected by it.   

 

Within the results of the Russian experiments lies the impression of a 

wormhole, as discussed previously. DNA attracts the information traveling 
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through the wormholes.  Once it has resonated with the information, the 

consciousness of the individual becomes aware of it as hyper-

communication. This type of "hearing" or "knowing" is most easily achieved 

in a state of relaxation leading to the whole body vibrating at a coherent rate. 

Incoherency is caused by stress, anxiety, multi-tasking, anger and worry. 

These incoherent states prevent reception of hyper-communication or, at 

best, allow its reception and then distort the information. As an example, you 

can think about an ant colony or a beehive and how they send information 

back and forth among their members.   

 

Since your DNA, holding your awareness as I AM, transmits information 

faster than you can possibly conceive, the very initial feeling and thought 

that creates the desire to be aware of your divinity is conveyed immediately. 

Yet, how many times has your mind overcome the reciprocal approach of 

that awareness based upon your limiting beliefs and perceptions? Truly, it is 

about instruction and surrender to its outcome. You instruct and then sit back 

awaiting the result. 

 

Hologram 

 

And, your DNA is a hologram – one part affects the whole. While physical 

holograms are created by coherent, laser light, the DNA hologram needs no 

outside creation. It simply is a hologram, affecting all parts of your body at 

once every time it expresses. The expression is based upon your creation, 

your feelings, your thoughts, words and actions. You are I AM in form 

expressing through your physiology, your DNA.  
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In fact, you can think of all of creation as a hologram of I AM. Look at it 

this way. As I AM emanates Itself as Creator to manifest all that is, It has 

only one “thing” to create with – and that is Itself. There is no material to 

use to create anything at all. If we just talk about this world and humans, 

each piece of the earth and every particle of every human is comprised of I 

AM material. 

 

Everything that happens in one area of the hologram affects every other part 

of the hologram. The information of the whole is contained in each part, that 

whole being I AM with and without form. It is distributed non-locally. This 

is action at a distance without respect to the concept of "distance". Time and 

space are only constructs of the human mind.  

 

Imagine an infinite web or matrix of energy patterns. These waves are all 

connected non-locally. They do not respect the idea or concept of distance. 

They do not experience distance. Every piece of the wave pattern is 

interconnected with every other portion of the wave pattern. Humanity is not 

an observer of these wave patterns. Humanity is these wave patterns within 

one space. And, as we expressed in the first book of this course, 99.99% of 

the universe you exist within is plasma. It is the inter-connecting web. 

 

DNA also acts as an organic superconductor operating at normal body 

temperature. Most commonly used superconductors require much lower 

temperatures to function properly. A superconductor allows energy to pass 

without loss of energy in its movement. In the present frame of reference, 

the word “energy” is equal to “information”.  

 

Superconductors also store light, which is information. Since DNA is a 

superconductor it stores the material it receives either from its immediate 

environment or through hyper-communication without any loss. More 

importantly, the information is not limited by locality. The entire bio-system 

of the organism is free to resonate with the information because it is non-

local (effects the entire organism at the same time). Much like the beehive or 

the ant colony, the billions of cells within you are aware of each other and 

coordinate functions accordingly. 

 

Applying quantum non-locality and the attributes of a hologram to the 

functioning of DNA allows the entangled genes to operate non-locally.  
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This, in itself, results in the coherency, vitality, integrity and cohesion within 

you. The entangled DNA, as a quantum hologram, is capable of encoding 

and decoding holographic communication and information constantly, 

infinitely as you. There is no limitation to what you can conceive, create and 

experience. 

 

Nowhere does there exist a restriction except within your mind. The ever-

flowing plasma, the light that is information that is energy, the recurring 

DNA replicating, expressing and repair – all of these occur with no 

boundaries. Nothing limits their expression because they are not 

experiencing existence through beliefs and concepts.  

 

In this moment, you may invite you to step immediately into the frequency 

you wish to become aware of as I AM. You may respond to that invitation 

by dropping the curtain that hides the clarity of your awareness. You may 

realize your Self as the enlightened being you are through the one 

characteristic you share with all of this universe – your light. And, this light 

is expressed through your enlightened DNA. 
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The DNA of Enlightenment 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Book Four: Cosmic DNA 
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DNA of Enlightenment 

 

Begin feeling into your awareness to access an activation of your DNA 

strands bringing you to your natural enlightenment. DNA bridges the worlds 

of spirit and earth. When you are going within, you are accessing your divine 

DNA function while bringing yourself into a state of coherency.  

 

You have the opportunity to decide how you want to experience this sacred 

embodiment. It depends greatly upon your availability to tell your Cosmic 

DNA and genes what they will be accomplishing on your behalf. You are 

the director, the creator and the one experiencing. No one is doing anything 

to you and you are not under anyone’s domain. 

 

When the coding DNA wants to replicate itself, it makes a copy of itself 

(called "transcription").  To do so, it follows the instructions in its blueprint.  

So, where does the blueprint come from?  How does it know what needs to 

happen next?  While some readers may 

answer those questions with a reference 

to an all-knowing Creator, I would 

remind you that you are the creator of 

your physical DNA in union with your 

Cosmic DNA. Your response to life tells 

your DNA what you want it to do. You 

might call this your "response – ability". 

It means an awareness of your Divinity 

and the creative power that is inherent in 

your mind—Divine thought. Therefore, 

what is thought is manifest. This is your 

opportunity to embody a state of 

enlightenment, to realize Self and 

approach your life and the world from 

this standpoint. 

 

So. You always have the ability to 

change your gene structure. Your genes 

rely on the DNA to provide certain blueprint functions for each gene. 

Remember that you are absolutely and infinitely in union with all this 
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universe contains and so much more, especially the perception of your life’s 

surroundings, which are the controlling factor in the activity of your genes 

and, therefore, your DNA. The receptors on the outside of your cells are 

responsible for reading your environment and from that interaction telling 

your genes/DNA what response is needed. 

 

When a new signal comes into your environment through your union within 

the electric, plasma universe, the cell (through you) perceives that signal 

(perception). If what you perceive is something that is new, the cell tells the 

DNA that new genes are required based upon the perception you are having 

in each moment. If the ideas expressed in this course are new to you, your 

DNA will respond accordingly. If not so new, your already expanded DNA 

will continue to explore, process and perform as an enlightened expression. 

 

Your cells’ receptors scan for and receive information from the energy 

signals in their environment. Since your cells read only those signals that are 

necessary to continue its existence, you might surmise that your biology will 

eagerly embrace your recognition of existing as I AM.  

 

Cosmic DNA 

 

Sovereign Source Intelligence created out of the Cosmic Mind the DNA 

code that symbolizes and speaks for Itself. The plasma, electric power 

contains the energy, creative power and intelligence to form that which is 

called DNA. Since the light that is the informational carrier of the code itself 

is readily accessed by all of creation, you always have an opportunity to 

touch this immense configuration that lives within you as I AM. 
 

The electromagnetic web that holds the code of all that lives includes the 

directional capacities of your heart and within that structure lays the avenue 

to the Cosmic Code within the DNA. As creation constantly unfolds itself in 

the explicate order of manifestation, your DNA exists within the resonant 

frequency of coherent waves that focus into particles of form while hosting 

the awareness of your Cosmic Enlightenment. 

 

The double helix of the two strand DNA is embedded within that Cosmic 

Code of life. Deeply held within your individuation is the access doorway to 

the center of that encoded structure. Through the hologram that is the 
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supporting life structure for all that is expressed, you can integrate your 

human consciousness with that of your divine awareness. You are Source 

sourcing Itself. This is I AM. 
 

The lack of standard models with which to compare experiences in this 

realm causes many to doubt the veracity of the experience itself. Yet, if 

persistence prevails, eventually and inevitably, the doorway to the Self 

within is reached, that doorway that is the answer to all desires and hopes. 

 

Humanity clouds the issue with any sort of occupation that can be dredged 

up from the mire of the mass mind. Few are resilient enough to pursue and 

remain steadfast to receive the desired result of true freedom from the 

magnetic attraction that is the duality of this plane. You have an opportunity 

right now, right here, to acknowledge the truth that your DNA carries and 

access its eternal cosmic awareness as I AM, that which you are infinitely. 

 

This is the sole vibration that aligns with the coherent wave of All That Is in 

Its creative frequencies. It is the infrastructure of all that exists creating the 

perfect hologram of dynamic, unfolding, infinite enlightened realization. It 

houses the 

compassionate Heart 

of the One in its 

instructional capacity 

of bringing to the 

center of your learning 

the essence of the 

Absolute and 

Infinite—that which is 

your ancestry. As each 

particle of the coherent 

wave submerges itself 

once again into that Wave, it is granted omni-directional and multi-

dimensional understanding of that which it is and, in that moment, Divine 

Actualization becomes the reality. 
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Phi – The Golden Mean – The Golden Number – 1.618 and DNA 

 

Now, let’s look at the prevailing shape and form that this universe employs 

to create matter: 

 

 

 
 

The figure above illustrates the geometric relationship that defines this 

constant. In mathematics, the arts and nature, two quantities exhibit the 

golden mean (golden ratio) if the ratio of the sum of the quantities to the 

larger quantity is equal to the ratio of the larger quantity to the smaller one. 

In other words, the ratio of the whole section to that of the longer section is 

equal to the ratio of the longer section to the shorter section. 

 

From the structure of vegetation to the space between planets, from quantum 

mechanics to mainstream physics, this ratio is present in your universe 

(https://quantumgravityresearch.org/).  

It appears everywhere in manifestation including the structure of the DNA 

and the heart. It is the electrical cause of constructive wave interference 

which is the cause of life and consciousness. During states of peak 

experience (bliss) the brainwaves recorded exhibit this ratio when measured. 
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The only accurate language in nature is wave mechanics (standing waves).  

Wave mechanics produces biology. The word "enlightenment" is another 

name for the Golden Mean allowing a body to attract a specific electric field 

charge of information. You are already enlightened due to the ability of your 

physiology to attract to itself this specific charge.   

The electric field principles of the evolution and expansion of consciousness 

create healing, meditation, architecture and true spirituality based upon the 

ratio of the Golden Mean.  Spirituality is named for that charge moving in a 

never-ending spiral based upon this ratio. 

1.618 is the ratio of the twisting DNA helix allowing complete information 

to cascade down a harmonic series without loss of power. When viewed as a 

cross-section or from the top down, the helix twists in the Phi ratio. It is this 

harmonic ratio that causes the DNA to act as a superconductor. No energy is 

lost and the transfer of information is coherent.  This is the secret to hyper-

communication (communicating among dimensions).  Energy cascades 

losing momentum. The Golden Mean acts as a bridge organizing frequencies 

to work together without friction (superconductor).  
 

Bridging the Worlds 

 

DNA is the communication link between the physical world that is in the 

field and the field as the environment. DNA responds to signals that come 

from outside it no matter what those signals may be. You determine the 

activation of the coding of your DNA as I AM. You decide whether you are 

enlightened or continue seeking for that which you already are and contain. 

Embedded in the DNA template is access to the Hologram of All That Is.  It 

is the attunement of Cosmic Consciousness, Cosmic DNA (knowing what 

you are - GOD).  Evolutionary unfoldment is the Golden Mean ratio; 

characteristic of harmonic radiations in all of nature no matter the scale of 

size or form.   

As I AM in a physical form, you need no concepts or beliefs to recognize 

your divine light. It is your divine heritage by the very terms of your 

existence. The idea that you need to be enlightened is more a religious belief 

that you are not equal to I AM and, therefore, need to be brought up to some 

“higher” standing. While this is not true, many people believe it to be so. 
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Does the potential to recognize your divinity exist in everyone’s DNA? Yes. 

Everyone is I AM. Therefore, everyone has the potential to exhibit 

themselves as the natural outpouring of I AM in his or her individuated 

form. Since each human (and each being anywhere) expresses uniquely, 

each being will express their lineage of divinity in a way specific to that 

person. 

 

DNA responds to your thoughts, feelings and words. If you wish to become 

a master of your Self and you wish your DNA to respond to this wish, it 

must become your primary focus. Nothing else takes the place of 

remembering that you are I AM. You are already enlightened and you can 

live your life with this memory first and foremost in all of your thoughts, 

words and actions. Then, your DNA finds itself in an environment in which 

it can respond in like manner. 

 

The electromagnetic fields in the 

environment regulate what your 

cells pick up. Therefore, the 

instructions your cells are giving 

to the DNA/genes are directly 

related to the energy fields in 

which you live, i.e., the world of 

thought. The world of thought 

includes your perception of that 

world. Your reality is not only 

reliant upon what you are observing; it is also expressly contingent upon 

what you are thinking, feeling and believing.  

 

If you believe you are I AM and live as such, your cells and DNA have no 

choice but to follow suit. You know your enlightened state and experience 

the interweaving of it throughout the electromagnetic, plasma universe. You 

can’t pretend or bluff. It must be the foundation of your knowing for your 

DNA to respond in like manner.  

 

Know that direct action taken on your part is required enabling you to create 

within all of your bodies (physical, mental, emotional and spiritual) a 

synchronization of the perfected, enlightened being that is you. It is 

integrative—it is Union—and it is for every being who has voiced the 
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intention and direct desire to spontaneously catalyze this memory within 

their DNA. 

  

You can tell your DNA to exercise its ability to respond to your knowing. 

All beings express uniquely as I AM. Then, self merges with Self and an 

enlightened state becomes your daily norm. 

 

If you look at the matrix, the grid line that holds this earth together within 

the unified field that we call the universe, you will realize that every time 

there is an intersecting point (a nodal point or in plasma, a pinch point), and 

there are billions, there is an experience. That experience causes another 

occurrence in all dimensions of living. People speak about the dimensions as 

though there is travel from here to there. It is not about that. It’s about 

awareness of consciousness in a vibratory level that is different from the one 

you are in at the moment. It is recognizing being enlightened and accepting 

it as your natural state as I AM. 

 

Then, because your DNA responds to the environment in which it lives, the 

enlightenment within your DNA expresses itself and you begin to become 

aware of the true divine heritage within which you live. And, you will exist 

within this divinity for eternity, for it is what you are . . . infinitely. 
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Now that you have completed the DNA of Enlightenment course, you may 

wish to use the accompanying DNA Re-Awakening video ritual to begin 

instructing your DNA to fully awaken. 

Within the DNA, three bases (A-T, C-G, etc.) together form a codon 

which usually specifies a particular amino acid, a building block of 

protein. There are 64 codons. 61 specify amino acids. The remaining 

three are used as stop signals. 

 

You will be awakening all codons within your Cosmic DNA, which contains 

12 strands, rather than the two strands of the biological DNA. This action 

will, and is, changing your gene structure. Your genes rely on the DNA to 

provide certain blueprint functions for each gene.  

 

DNA Re-Awakening is a subtle dimensional process in which the two 

strands of your DNA energetically awaken within the twelve strands that are 

your original, cosmic blueprint. Once the Cosmic DNA strands are 

awakened, your understanding capabilities shift and your physical body 

mirrors that shift. 

 

The double helix of the two strand DNA lies embedded within the Cosmic 

Code of life and thus within 144 strands within the 12 dimensions (12 

strands x 12 dimensions = 144 strands). 

 

 

 


